HOOVER APPOINTS SAM THOMPSON TO FEDERAL FARM BD.

American Farm Bureau Chief To Serve On To-Large Vacancy.

CAME UP FROM RANKS

From Farmer to Outstanding Agronomist

In 16 Years.

Chi-Hi. R. Thompson, for many years a successful fruit farmer, Farm Bureau, has been appointed by President Hoover as the Farm Bureau nominee to serve in the new Food Administration as head of the Bureau of Education. Mr. Thompson has accepted and he will leave for Washington February 10.

R. Thompson, who has been identified with Farm Bureau since its organization in 1919, has been prominent in its work and has been a member of the Illinois Farm Bureau since its organization.
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SILK KING COAL
In Big, Blend, Small Sizing. May be obtained in any quantity.
Republic Fuel Company

Save Money—Build with Tile

Farmers’ Buying Guide

Artists in Agriculture

More Value
Than Ever Before

In Farm Bureau Suits, Teapots
Blankets and Robes

Our new Spring lines are here. They are of splendid quality, and prices are lower. Write for catalog of ready-made to your measure from Farm Bureau quality fabrics at very reasonable prices. Tailored clothes for better and wear longer.

Write for samples and information—better yet, visit our display room, and make your selection. Patsies, patrons—your Department—Make your divi-
dends pay your membership dues.

MICHIGAN STATE FARM BUREAU
Lansing, Michigan
Moonlight Preferred
A Novel - By Arthur Weigall
In Six Parts
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RING FINGER AND HEART

The Man Behind the Plow

By Helen R. Kesser

They say about the horses of the man behind the plow that they are gentle, sensible, and willing to do their work. They are his partners in labor, always ready to help him with the tasks of the farm. And in this way they become a part of the family, sharing in the daily life of the homestead.

Women and the Farm Bureau

By Mrs. Edith Wazer

Many women in our community are members of the Farm Bureau because it is a place where they can find support and guidance in their farming endeavors. It offers them a chance to learn about new technologies and practices, and it provides a platform for them to be heard in the decision-making process of their communities.

Hatchery Insures Its Chicks for 30 Days

Kalamazoo—1925 baby chicks at the hatchery here have been insured for 30 days, by which time they are expected to make a healthy start in life. The hatchery is well known for its superior service and high-quality products.

Famed Rooster Goes Into Filmvard

Celina, Ohio—One of the family roosters is to be seen on the screen of the local movie theater. The rooster has been trained to perform various tricks and has become a crowd favorite.

Turkey Growers Form an ASSN

World-Peace and Development Important, Growing Business

The Michigan Turkey Growers Association has been completed its first year, and it has become an important voice in the turkey industry. It has helped to improve the conditions of turkey farmers and has worked to increase the demand for turkey products.

Our Kitchen Laboratory

To wash blander than feathers, Cape Poults vigorously rub with sack-it-wet, wash water and soap. If a brush is used, stroke in the same direction. Rinse well, make sure there is no soap left. When dry, hang on wire to wind, or hang in dry place. Then, put a few inches of hot water in the sink to rinse them. To wash the parts that will be put in the oven, use a soft brush and soap. Rinse well.

Favorite Recipes

This recipe contains all the ingredients necessary for making a delicious pie. It is a perfect dessert for any occasion, and it is sure to please everyone.

POULTRY ROAST MEAT

Cut chicken in large pieces and rub with salt and pepper. Place in roasting pan and put in oven at 350°F. Baste occasionally with pan juices and serve with a vegetable of your choice.

APPLE SALAD

Wash and slice apples, put in a bowl, and toss with lemon juice and sugar. Add nuts, raisins, and a dash of cinnamon. Serve with cream.

Silver King Coal

It is the ideal for the coal burner, and is superior to any other coal. It is a good fuel and a good light, and is easily storable.

1,000 Men Forty Years Old

They are somewhere near the half-way point in bringing up their families, and maybe more than that in paying for their homes. What each man does for is financial security.

Ring Finger and Other Nitions Incredibly Old

Common beliefs about the ring finger and other parts of the body have been around for centuries. They are often based on superstition and folklore, and they may not have any scientific basis.

Rings of Yesteryear

Although many people still wear rings as a symbol of love and commitment, they were not always associated with these meanings. In ancient Rome, for example, rings were used to indicate marriage status and social rank.
Boost Gold Production, Hold Diamonds Back

Cape Town, S. Africa.—While the world is generally in favor of gold mining, as is evidenced by the rising stock of Rand shares, a number of Rand Miners' Alliance from the Witwatersrand have been working in the Kimberley diamond field near the same time. This is not the first time that Rand Miners have been working in the same area.

The market at one time, some of the Rand miners believed that the production of gold in the Kimberley diamond field was going to be increased, but now it is clear that the Kimberley diamond field is an area that is not suitable for gold mining.

The World of Diamonds

Diamonds are very valuable, and the Rand Miners believe that they can continue to produce diamonds in the Kimberley diamond field. The Rand Miners believe that the diamond field is a valuable resource, and they want to ensure that it is produced sustainably.

The Rand Miners have been working in the same area since the early 1900s, and they believe that they have the expertise to continue to produce diamonds in a sustainable way.

ECONOMY

Economy and trade that begin with your buying. This spring, of all your—yes, you must buy right. Because Farm Bureau is operated as a Service to farmers, you can be assured that its policies are real values, dollar for dollar. It is then, your duty to yourself to purchase Farm Bureau Products.

500 Broilers a Week Going to Detroit

From One Farm

Eggmacher or Mermashes (16% or 18%) when you have no milk on the farm, will produce eggs at the lowest possible cost.

Poultry Will Pay This Year.

A Good Alfalfa Hay Field

Alfalfa hay is a sign of progressiveness and far-sighted successful farming.

An additional acreage over usual hay requirements allows the opportunity of growing quickly available nitrogen pays many times the cost of the fertilizer with earlier and better pasture. A sufficient application of Farm Bureau Fertilizer carries fully feathered—vigorous, healthy, and never a two-year-old.

Mermaid 16% again, sweeping the board. Better, healthier, happier chickens being raised on Mermaid 16%. Ask the man who fed it—and watch him when he tells you how little it cost per hundred pounds—and what excellent chicks it grew.

Egg Mashes—for every need. If you have skimmed milk, (dried or liquid) buy Farm Bureau Laying Mash.

Economy and trade that begin with your buying.

The First Oil Well Was Drilled by Drake in 1859

The First Oil Well Was Drilled by Drake in 1859

Early pasture and plenty of it—this is what every farmer is looking forward to this spring. One of the best methods of insuring early pasture is to fertilize EARLY. A sufficient application of Farm Bureau Fertilizer carrying quickly available nitrogen pays many times the cost of the fertilizer with earlier and better pasture.